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The history of activation analyses in Romania, starts way back in 1957
whan a 2000 Iff 7VR-S Nuoltiar Reactor, and in 1958 when a U-200 Cyclotron have
bean pat into function. The Institute for Atonic Physics has been developing
its researoh activity around these two basic nuclear facilities. Soon after
that a 30 MeV Betatron entered into operation and during the following years
several 14 HeV neutron generators have been built or installed in various
sites over the country* A king size High Voltage tandem Van de'Graaff accele-
rator Joined later the nuclear facilities at the beginning of seventies.

At about the same tine, the State Oommettee for nuclear Energy has orga-
nized nationwide Courses for Radioisotope Applications, training specialists
in various fields as geology, biology, medloine, engineering, agriculture and
so on, in the peaceful uses of nuolear energy* leaching at this courses were
the research workers and the university staff in this field. In this way the
courses have become a kind of national forum debating the appropriate ways for
a wide application of nuclear methods in technology, agrioulture and the other
related fields of science and eoonomy* Soon has been found out that the most
effective lmpaot of the nuolear methods in the related fields, beside the ove-
rall problem of nuolear energy consists in the nuolear analyses and X-ray flu-
orescence methods*

THKRH&L NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS (THAI or INAA)
Historically the first thermal neutron activation analyses carried out at

the romanian nuolear reactor, were in late fifties dealing with the analysis
of the purity of silicon as semioonduoting material* Since then, traoe elements
determinations la silioon has been a oonstant task for our researchers in va-
rious groups* She whole romanian industry of semioonduoting devices, benefits
greatly now of slstematio and routine purity analyses, as well as nuolear do-
ping by irradiation of silioon llngots in the aotlve core of our reactor.

In the early sixties, a pneumatio rabbit system has been set up into one
of the horizontal channels of the reactor, enabling measurements on short lived
isotopes* The transit time of a few seoonds has allowed determinations on iso-
topes whose lifetimes range as short as tens of seconds* This rabbit system
has been in operation along a period of more than twenty years and is still in
servioe. being used by all the research groups dealing with thermal neutron
aotivation analysis on short lived isotopes*

ThiB rabbit system is also used for delayed neutrons measurements on the
uranium content in ores* Taking into account the faot that lately, the demands
for such analyses have greatly Increased beyond the oapaolty of the present
pneumatio system, a new and Improved rabbit is under construction and is to be
set up ontoanother horizontal channel of the reactor* This new air rabbit will
have a six position revolving ohargeable magazine and an intricate system of
awltohos, to direct the sample in various positions, aooording to the irradia-
tion programme* The whole system is designed to be before long controlled by
the computer*

As one oan see in the proceedings of this conference, a great deal of re-
search and routine work is being carried on at this moment by an important
number of working teams* As an example of some activities in thermal neutron
aotivation analyses, the main domains will be be outlined as followsi

QBOLOGT AND MIKIKG
Beveral groups in the Institute for PhysiOB and Nuolear Engineering, in

the Institute for Radiation Equipment, in the Institute for Geology and Geo-
physics and the Institute for Rare Metals have been and are doing r«searoh and
routine work for the determination of useful minerals in ores, like Iron, mo-
libdenum, ziroonium, platinlo metals, uranium and thorium and all other metals
as well BB nonmetallferous minerals like kaolins and refractory days*

In the followings, a few works of this kind are mentioned!
- Determination of gold and platlnio elements in Apuseni Carpathians ores.
- Analysis of some mineral salts by INAA.
- Uranium oontents taeaaurements on U-phosphate ores.
- Neutron aotivation analysis of some zlroon samples from the Apuseni

Carpathians.
- Determination of alumina and silica oontents in kaolins and refractory

olays by a oomblned method of TNAA and PNAA.
- Hare-earths determinations in geological samples.



PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
The ras«arohsra of the Institute for Physios and Nuclear Engineering have

oarried out important work in co-operation with the soiantists and technolo-
gists of the industry in the study and production of high purity and/or special
materials. Units like the Enterprise for Eleotronio Components and Semiconduc-
tors, the Institute for Besearoh in Slaotronio Components, the Institute for
Hetalurgioal Hesaaroh, and many others, osdar routine analyses, or co-operate
in research programmes for high purity studios, in solving aoute technological
problems*

Here are some examples of works performed in these oo-operationst
- Neutron aotivation analysis of semiconductor silicon.
- Neutron aotivation analysis of high purity OaFo, GeO?, BioO* and

CN%)2lIoOi|.4 %(> p
- P.p.a. level oobalt content in special steels.
- Glass powder purity studios by INAA.
- INAA on high purity quartz*
- INAA on high purity graphite.
ENVIRONMENT AND BIOLOGI
Studies have been oarried out in co-operation with institutes for healths,

for biology and for food processing* Examples of works in this fields are as
follows!

- Analysis of algae and marine sediments on the ronanian coastline of the
Black Sea*

- Study on the possibility of using algae as detectors for environmental
pollution.

- Analysis of human hair content.
- Determination of oligoelements in human serum.
AROEBOLOGI
A great deal of the analysis work is being oarried on in co-operation and

for the benefit of the history museums all over the country. Here are a few of.
the oharaotoriatio works of this kinds

- INAA of prehistorioal copper objects.
- A correlation between the XRF and NAA methods in numismatic studies.
- NAA studies on middle ago pottery.
- NAA characterisation of bizantyne glass wares.
INTBROOMPARISONS
One of the interoomparisons, our nuclear analysts have taken part in,

were those organised by I ABA'a Analityoal Quality Oontrol Servioe* Our most re-
cant participation is oonnected with the determination of 32 elements at the
p.p.m. level in 8OIL-7. a referenoe material prepared of a soil oelleoted near
Xbonsoe in Upper AuBtria. We are glad to report good results in comparing our
determinations with the oertified values of the AQO Servioe* In the past years
the same kind of interoomparison participations have to be mentioned on rye
flour, human hair, and mussel tissue materials*

The same group of our most outstanding analysts have taken part in an in-
teroomparison organised by the Institute of Radioeoology and Applied Nuclear
Techniques of Kosice - Czechoslovakia, on referenoe materials realized from
fly coal ashes*

An interoomparison among the balkan countries would greatly increase the
oonneotions and the co-operation of our laboratories*

BPITHBR1IAL NEUTRON AOTIVATION ANALYSIS (BNAA)
The determination of uranium and thorium in ores with high Th/U ratios or

high rare earth oontents speoial problems arise in TNAA methods. The problem
has been solved using epithermal neutrons for aotivation. Participation in a
IAEA interaomparison on 8-14-, 8-15 and 8-16 reforenoe materials, has shown how
good this method can be in suoh difficult matrioes.

FAST NEUTRON AOTIVATION ANALYSES (PNAA)
Three low energy accelerators are used as 14-*1 MeV neutron souroes, one

of them entirely specialised on PNAA.
This one, installed in the Institute for the Technology of Radiation

Equipment is provided with speoial equipment for oxygen and low mass elements
determinations. This equipment consists in an air rabbit having two parallel
ways, one for the unknown sample and one for the standard, with simultaneous
irradiation and also simultaneous measurement at two large Nal(Tl) measuring
hea: ds, appropriately equilibrated*

This installation carries on routine measurements on the determination



of oxygen content In steels and aluminium.
Also theoretical nuclear model calculations are being used to extent the

neutron data basis available for applications.This computational method is
based on the statistical model (Hauser - Feshbach STAPRE code) and the pre-
equilibrium decay geometry dependent model* Thus en accurate theoretical des-
cription of the fast neutron induced reactions is an useful alternate way to
support FNAA.

OHARGBD PARTICLES ACTIVATION ANALYSES (OFAA)
The posibility of bringing out into the air of a proton beam at the cy-

clotron, raised the possibility to install a gravitational sample changer at
the end of a beam line and to perform mechanized analyses for protein deter-
minations in grains. Protons of 14 UeV are being used and a (p,n) reaction
on nitrogen helps to make the quantitative analysis of this element, that is
closely conneoted to the protein content in grains* The installation, already
in routine operations, analyses thousands of samples yearly, each sample mea-
ning as container of about 4 cubic centimeters of wheat, barley, corn, sor^um
or whatever other oereal*

I include in the domain of charged particles activation analysis, a very
interesting method of determination of the profiles of hydrogen content in
the surface layers of solids, that has been put into work at the tandem Van
de'Graaff accelerator. It uses the isolated narrow resonances that usually
oocur in heavy ion induced reaotions* For instance, the reaotion

H-S5 + H-l •• 0-12 + He-4 + gamma (4.43 MtV)
has a oroas seotiot that is outside the resonanoe three orders of magnitude
lower than on the peak. By bombarding the sample with N-15 ions of energy
greater than the resonanoe (6*385 MeV) and detecting the resulting 4.4? MeV
gamma rays by the help of a large volume Nal(Tl) detector, the distribution
in depth of the hydrogen concentration is soanned, by gradually increasing the
incident heavy ions energy* Interesting applications in microelectronics, spe-
cial glasses industry, archaeology, silicon thin layers production, steal al-
loys and superoonduoting •at«rials, have been found oat and co-operation with
those fields are In prooess of being established.

Aa tao Collective for nuclear Analyses has been organised in the Insti-
tutt for Physios and Nuclear Engineering starting with the year 19B0, on*
hopes that before long all the activities conneoted to nuclear analyse* of
all kinds, aotivation included, to be batter co-ordinated and put on a more
professional basis*


